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The Necronomicon of Mesopotamia... Sumerians... Star-Gates of Babylon... The Anunnaki...

Ancient Alien Gods... The most critically acclaimed and bestselling materials from the Mardukite

Research Organization now available in one volume! GATES OF THE NECRONOMICON is a

highly innovative and accessible anthology featuring the the complete text from three installments:

"Sumerian Religion: Secrets of the Anunnaki & The Origins of Babylon" (Liber 50), "Sumerian

Religion II: Secrets of the Anunnaki in Babylonian Mythology" (Liber 51/52) and "Necronomicon

Revelations" (Liber R) in a single incredible compilation! Here is the definitive work in its much

anticipated revised and expanded 3rd edition; the original companion volume of the Mardukite

Chamberlains developed from their second active year of research in 2010! Arriving on the surface

world from the underground - an amazing insight into the Anunnaki 'alien gods' and the

establishment of human civilization famously accounted by the Sumerian and Babylonian traditions.

Prolific writer, Joshua Free, presents this topic such as the modern world has never before had

access to, developed from the revolutionary work conducted by the next generation of Seekers

actively using a revival Anunnaki tradition in the present day. Sumerian Religion: Secrets of the

Anunnaki (Liber 50) is not merely the presentation of dry academic renderings of obscure tablets;

Sumerian Religion will take you on a progressive journey that is just as relevant and critical today as

it was thousands of years ago! A perfect practical companion to the study and pursuit of any and all

systems, displaying the primordial origins of human traditions on the planet, a fundamental truth that

all can benefit from. Originally designed and released in 2010 exclusively underground for the

Mardukite Chamberlains as "Liber 50", this amazing tome stands alone - unique as it is practical -

revealing the nature, origins and traditions of the the Anunnaki Alien Gods of Mesopotamia

(Sumerian, Babylonian, Akkadian, Chaldean, Assyrian, etc.), which the public has previously only

known through nearly insubstantial communications. Babylonian Myth & Magic/Sumerian Religion II

(Liber 51/52) is unparalleled in displaying the post-Sumerian mystery tradition of the ancient

Babylonians, now accessibly comprehensible with this book to any seeker for the first time in

modern history. Revealed within are the very methods by which Babylon rose to power from

seemingly prehistoric nothingness and how these very real systems born in the Ancient Near East

are still with us today! Finally, in Necronomicon Revelations (Liber R), after nearly two decades

involved with this work, prolific writer and Mardukite founder, Joshua Free, candidly reveals how

these 'spiritual beings' have influenced the imaginations of 'metaphysical' writers and artists

increasingly in the last century - 'primordial gods' seeking to have their stories told or reborn. What's

more, these forces appear to be behind all of the systems installed into human civilization and



consciousness, both social and mystical, since the time of the Sumerian Anunnaki. Now, at the cusp

of a 'New Age', the mysterious development of "Simon's" infamous edition, haunting narratives of

H.P. Lovecraft, Thelemic work of Aleister Crowley, otherworldly communications by Kenneth Grant,

the Nine Gates of the Kingdom of Shadows, a resurgence of interest into 'ancient aliens', and

mainstream Cthulhu Mythos revivals by Enochian magicians like Donald Tyson all seem to be

pointing toward something - some inevitable theme setting the stage for the destiny of mankind for

the approaching era, uncovering the most dangerous truth about life, the universe and everything:

The Great Deception of a systematic light-matrix reality under the control of the Anunnaki - the real

otherworldly Gatekeepers of Life, Death & Existence.
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JOSHUA FREE is the founder of the Mardukite Chamberlains (Mardukite Research Organization)

and the subsequent publishing house Mardukite Ministries (Mardukite Truth Seeker Press). Through

this organization, he has been widely published in more than 20 books on subjects regarding

ancient Mesopotamian religion, the Sumerian Anunnaki, the Mardukite tradition of Babylon,

Akkadians and Assyrians (Chaldeans) including the volumes: "Secrets of Sumerian Language",

"Mesopotamian Magic", "Sumerian Wisdom & Anunnaki Prophecies", "Babylonian Magick" and the

original underground bestselling Mardukite sourcebook, "Necronomicon: The Anunnaki Bible", also

available as the "Necronomicon: Anunnaki Legacy" (Silver Edition). Joshua Free co-founded the

Systemology division (Systemological Society) of the Mardukite Research Organization in the



Spring of 2011 and authored the first four 'NexGen booklet' installments comprising "Systemology

1.0" (better known as Systemology-101), including "Human, More Than Human", "Systemology:

Defragmentation", "Trans-Human Generations" and "The Games" -- all of which appear in

"Awakening: Systemology-101." This work has since been complimented by the Systemology 2.0

materials released in 2013 as "Reality Engineering." Although usually best known for his

Mesopotamian work emphasis on Sumerians, the Anunnaki and Babylonian Tradition for the

"Mardukites", his work on the Dragon Legacy and modern Pheryllt Druid and Elven-Faerie tradition

is also paramount, being the author of the "Book of Elven-Faerie", now available in a collected

works anthology with "Draconomicon" and "Druidry" titled: "The Druid Compleat" (2013). Recently,

his writings even appeared in the third and final volume of the bestselling trilogy by Douglas

Monroe, "The Deepteachings of Merlyn". Additional esoteric background: Joshua Free first began

by receiving personal apprenticeships from his early years and progressing through his entire life,

including various Christian Gnostics, Rosicrucians, Freemasons, members of the Hermetic Order of

the Golden Dawn, O.T.O. Ordo Templi Orientis, A.A. Argentium Astrum among others. He was

officially initiated into the Pheryllt Druid tradition at the age of 12 and began leading his own

"Gnostic"-styled Druid organization in the mid-1990's at age 13, the extension of which continued to

exist until 2001.
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